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GLOBAL MARKET WEEKLY UPDATE:  

Market overview: The $/R dropped to a 2-month low of R15.32 on 

lower concerns around the Omnicron variant and high USA inflation 

results. Brent crude trades at $84.64 this morning, increasing by 8.2% 

from week one 2022, due to continued low supplies and a less severe 

Omnicron variant.  

Events that moved the markets: It’s been a quite two weeks for the 

markets. With the only noticeable market mover being the weakening 

dollar. The US Dollar has weakened as inflation rose above 7%. Which 

saw traders risk appetite growing which led the Rand to strengthen. 

The rand has strengthened by 3.76% from 3rd January 2022. 
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COMMODITY MARKET UPDATE:  

Maize: Improved weather conditions in South America and spill over selling from Soya saw maize 

prices drop by R198 in a two-week period. US exports rose 79% from last week however, exports are 

59% below the previous 4 weeks average.  

Soybeans: Improved weather conditions in South America triggered selling in the CBOT soya market. 

Expectations of record crops in some areas within Brazil, has also added to some selling.  

Wheat: Traders are focused on higher-than-average planting rates and global stocks, which effected 

the market negatively seeing wheat trade 2.93% lower. 

Fertilizer: The fertilizer industry is experiencing price volatility, mostly spurred on by emotions rather 

than fundamentals. Fundamentally global supply remains tight on all products. The recent drop in 

EU NatGas prices has given confidence to Nitrogen producers to look at resume production at normal 

levels, however, most still wait for market stability before committing to normal full production.  KCL 

and MAP markets show continued price increases on average globally.  

Most of the price drop is within the US market with Urea physical barges drop $210 (-26.75%) from 

Christmas and trading at $575. However, the futures are up $10 Jan and $46 Feb from Wednesday. 

The Urea Middle East futures currently trading ►Jan - $817.50 ►Feb – $720 ►Mar - $695. Note the 

February ME futures price remains higher than the last price SA stock was brought in at. Traditionally 

SA importers purchase Urea between $190-$250/t and we have been informed of the next shipment 

of Urea potentially is expected March/April. This is at a time when our local supply is very limited. 

The large importers / retailers are short on tons with no replacements in sight at these costs. Locally 

UREA traded ▼-2.3%, MAP ▲0.6%, KCL ▲9.4% this week compared to last week (note that not all 

suppliers had product to price.) It’s of our opinion, any price drops within the market can be 

attributed to a strengthening Rand as some suppliers hold stock in Dollars, and reduction in profit 

margins. The price drops given are not due to cheaper purchased replacement stock. The 

replacement stock has not been bought. 

 

Disclaimer: For educational purposes only. Compiled by Forge Agri Commodity Trader: Breyden Carroll 

  


